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IT IS BELIEVED THAT GAMES ARE MEANT TO BE PLAYED TOGETHER AND BY USING THE NEWEST TECHNOLOGY GAME TECHNOLOGIES S.A. WAS ABLE TO CREATE ITS REVOLUTIONARY PRODUCT - DICE+.

DICE+ is an electronic die and also a wireless game controller. For the first time in the history the oldest and most

recognizable element of tabletop games has got its electronic version. This electronic die is linking the physical

world of board games with the digital one. In the era of new technologies, it was crucial for the inventors to create
a product that will involve an aspect of human interaction so the magic of playing traditional board games will not
get forgotten.

You can use a tablet, smartphone, laptop or TV set as a digital board game. The die communicates with the game
via a Bluetooth connection. All you need to do is roll the die and the result is automatically sent to the game.

The potential of this technology cannot be utilized without a special set of games - Powered Board Games. The

range of games is quite varied: you can enjoy educational games, as well as adventure or strategic ones. Because
of that, DICE+ is a great form of entertainment for kids, teenagers and adults.

All the games are available through the company’s dedicated application, DICE+ Central. It is a hub that collects

everything that is related to DICE+ and Powered Board Games. Together with a list of DICE+ games you will find
game descriptions, screen shots and trailers. In addition to this, you will find there information on how many dice
are supported by a specific game and how long (approximately) gameplay lasts. Games are divided into different
age categories to make it easier for clients to find suitable items.

Board games, though, are not the only category that DICE+ can empower. This electronic die is a fully fledged
controller that can be used for any type of game. Inside this little cube are enclosed:
• accelerometer with the magnetic field sensor that gives you a Full 3D orientation,
• Bluetooth 2.1 and 4.0,
• 6 independent touch sensitive faces,
• 6 independent LEDs that can glow in any color,
• a battery that gives you up to 20h of game play,
• a microUSB for easy charing,
• and a thermometer.

Normally the die’s faces are all white when DICE+ is not used. But after you roll it and it stops, the result magically
appears showing all the numbers with colorful lights. This is how DICE+ communicates with a player.

How did it all begun? Game Technologies is a European company created to power board games by utilizing the
latest technology and creating innovative and intuitive products.

In 2010 the founders of Game Technologies Inc., observing the trend of traditional board games getting effectively

displaced by electronic toys, decided to create a revolutionary product to be introduced on a global scale – this is
how the electronic die came to be.

DICE+ is a perfect strategy component of the company that aims to conquer the growing electronic game market.
The company capitalizes on 9 years of experience as a global leader responsible for the major production of
analogue dice for role-playing games.
The production of this most high tech advanced game controller in the world is located in Europe and the product
will be available on summer 2013.
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